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The author of the following essay, Liu Dong, born in 1955, is currently

professor of philosophy at Tsinghua University in Beijing and vice

dean of the TsinghuaGuoxue yuan, sometimes translated as “Academy

of Chinese Learning.” Perhaps an explanation of theGuoxue yuan is the

quickest way to situate Liu Dong on themap of current Chinese intel-

lectual positions. The term guoxue (国学, state1 learning)first appeared

in Chinese as a calque on the equivalent Japanese term, kokugaku or

“National Studies” (in Japan of course it referred to Japanese studies).

The Guoxue yuan of the Tsinghua School (later Tsinghua University)

in the 1920s was the home of traditional Chinese scholarship on the

Chinese past. Among its best-known professors were Wang Guowei

and Liang Qichao, traditionally educated scholars who had guided

the abortive modernization reforms of 1898, and Zhao Yuanren and

Chen Yinque, specialists in the newer disciplines of linguistics and

Asian studies who had been educated abroad. Consistent with pre-

1900 conceptions of knowledge in China, the Guoxue yuan did not con-

ceive of philosophy, history, literature, and statecraft as separate dis-

ciplines. The present Guoxue yuan, headed by Chen Lai, seeks likewise
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to recover the premodern community of disciplines, guided by the

Confucian model of the “accomplished person” who is “broadened

by culture and restrained by ritual” (Analects 9.11). On the face of it,

this is an archaistic project, but it offers avenues for comprehensive

discussion that narrow disciplinarity often precludes.

Historymust be at the center ofGuoxue’s practice, not only because

China can claim the world’s longest continuous history and biggest

historical record (hundreds ofmillions of words in the dynastic histo-

ries and the Classics, with new documents constantly being added

through archaeological discoveries) but because drawing the right

lessons from history was the core capacity on which the traditional

Chinese literatus was tested, and because China is still governed by

a party-state apparatus that asserts its own justification through so-

called laws of history. What history will consist of and howmuch lat-

itude will be permitted in the interpretation of specific meaningful

historical events are intensely serious issues onwhich the state brings

to bear its censorial, punitive, and remunerative powers. The “patriotic”

version of events (some of which may have occurred four thousand

years ago) is not easily challenged. Research in other areas is actively

discouraged. And yet thousands of young Chinese seek degrees in his-

tory abroad every year, where they are exposed to a different sort of

competition and a different set of protocols for evaluating historical

work. The present essay reflects on all these issues, taking as its start-

ing point the split between two senses of theword “history,” in English

as in Chinese: the record, and the events to which the record refers

(respectively, History B and History A in Liu Dong’s analysis). History B

is never final; rival versions of History B constantly surface and per-

turb theunderstanding ofHistoryA, prompting reactions from thede-

fenders of one or another History B. At the same time, professional

competitionwithin themarketplace of historywriting challengesmo-

nopolies on the meaning of history in ways that are sometimes triv-

ial, sometimes consequential. Liu Dong surveys the pluralism of the
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current Chinese experience of “history,” both as written and as lived,

with a touch of satire backed by his appeal to the standard-setting fig-

ures of Wang Guowei and Chen Yinque.

Attempting to reproduce the humor and style of this piece while

making it available to a new public has given the translators some

pains and joys. It is digressive, anecdotal, not always fair to its targets,

abrupt, pointed—and in all these ways of refusing to offer a transpar-

ent exposition of facts, it indirectly informs us about the conditions of

discourse in China today as pressures to conform to an ever tighter set

of requirements make themselves felt even at the summits of the ed-

ucational system. It contributes, then, to the history of knowledge in

two ways: as outward gaze and as self-reflection.
27
* * *

I. Two Ways of Writing History

In what sense can we say that “people make their own history”?1

If we begin to take this sentence apart, two different meanings

will emerge.Of these, the simpler is to take “history” as referring tohu-

manhistory.Asagents of thishistory, humans take initiatives andcre-

ate historical trajectories through their actions. In this sense, “writing”

is merely a convenient metaphor. It refers to the traces that subjects

have left in time up to the present, inadvertent by-products of those

subjects’ vitality.

At the same time, there is another meaning that derives from the

above definition, one that is somewhat more complex. It refers to

the fact that people, motivated by dissatisfaction or suspicion, often

consciously embellish or gloss over the traces they or others have left,

making themeither sharper or blurrier than before. Only this instance

can literally be considered a “writing” of history, for through such acts

of writing, the course of the past is recreated.
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Thus, accordingly, we have two different trajectories for history,

which we may as well call “History A” and “History B.” Of course, a

clear-cut dichotomy would unavoidably appear mechanical, monoto-

nous, and fragmented, so it must be added that both dimensions of

history have always been indispensable and imply one another. There

can be no way of drawing a sharp line between them.

Moreover, as we are limited by our epistemological capacity, the

distinction between the two kinds of history, A and B, calls to mind

the apparently superfluous but nonetheless indispensable thing-in-

itself that hung aboveKant’s head. This implies, on the onehand, that

we must maintain the presupposition of the existence of History A;

otherwise all knowledge loses its source, as well as its capacity to be

verified and proved. On the other hand, even if the “thing-in-itself”

actually exists for this kind of historiography, we, being concrete me-

diating links in the course of civilization, are not equipped with the

“rational intuition” to comprehend it completely.

In his History in Three Keys, Paul A. Cohen argued, although perhaps

too boldly, that history is separately and successively presented be-

fore us in three forms—namely, as “event,” “experience,” and “myth.”2

However, for the sakeof inquiry,wemaywell ask, of all thepast events

we have read about, which has been truly narrated objectively? Are

any completely free of mystification? In this sense, the “event” as Co-

hen recounts it in his analysis of histories of the Boxer movement

takes on the qualities of a “thing-in-itself” for historiography.

Putting aside this kind of simple yet persistent “a priori illusion,”

the troublesome result is the suspicion that, although History A is

man-made in one sense, after a certain timehas passed, inmost cases

we are able to access nothing other than themediated History B. This

mediation is the core concern of this article. When earlier historians

selected and compiledmaterials, theyweremotivated by the clear ob-

jective of actively shaping knowledge. Thenwe the subsequent histo-

rians find those already-compiled histories imposed on us as if by an
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order of fate. Later-born historians must expend a corresponding ef-

fort of resistance in order to return our knowledge, at leastminimally,

to History A.
29
II. The Discursive Power of Historians

In keeping with these observations, we might go on to call History A

“history as event,” while History B becomes “history as written.” But

it is worth noting that, no matter whether it is understood as a “fine

line” or something more “flexible,” the difference between “actual”

and “written” history will always exert a unique and subtle pressure

on the course of human events.

Precisely because of this, even though the professions of historian

or historiographer must be considered to have appeared early on in

the social division of labor [in China], their practitioners are repeat-

edly forced to redo work that was previously declared complete. This

notwithstanding, on account of the interaction between the two kinds

of history in question, whatever consciously undertaken “writing” by

humans has emerged from history itself can never have come about

all at once, nor can it have remained in a stable condition. Therefore,

even if the course of human affairs is in part “continuous,” its “con-

tinuity” at the same time derives from the two kinds of history de-

scribedaboveandespecially fromtheway the twokindskeepeachother

in check.

In this the agency of humankind is revealed. We know from psy-

chology that when children acquire the ability to lie, this does not

imply a moral defect in them but an advance in their intellect. Simi-

larly, although all living things have their own natural history, only

modern-typeHomo sapiens populations have the ability to consciously

and vigilantly review their own history. Moreover, humans quite con-

sciously overlay and apply the two kinds ofmark-making activity: first

the actions that result in a history on the level of reality, and then the
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writing that inscribes it onto a virtual level so as evenmore actively to

set a direction for the future. It is precisely through these two levels of

creative activity that they achieve the ability to transcend the brief du-

ration of their individual lives and to influence the development of fu-

ture history.

Unfortunately, those who are trapped within contemporary disci-

plinary divisions—even if they specialize in writing history—have a

hard time realizing as consciously as their predecessors did that those

engaged in tracing and embellishing the traces of past events, “mold-

ing and influencing the generations to come,” and establishing conti-

nuity by “linking past and future,” are hardly a pack of ivory-tower

scholars and useless bookworms. On the contrary, historical agency

has always been in their hands; they may even have surreptitiously

achieved a monopoly over the awesome power of discourse on hu-

man society.

In terms of intergenerational parity, those individuals born in later

eras, necessarily havingundergone thedecisive influence of their pre-

decessors,will in due course possess a similar agency themselves and

even out the score. That is to say, although theywill inevitably inherit

certain preconceptions, they will just as inevitably seek to revise es-

tablished patterns of history, thereby at least partially resisting the

“fate” left to them by their predecessors. Furthermore, their effort at

partial correction is bound to occur in the angle between the twokinds

of histories: the virtual effort they expend in “writing history”will also

certainly combinewith real efforts in the sphere of “history as event.”

A long andbroad view causes us to realize that, despite the fact that

we ourselves can neither return to the past nor alter the actual course

of History A, historians, similarly endowed with the spirit of agency

and therefore laying claim to the power of discourse, can still change

and rectify History B, so as to minutely adjust its trajectory from past

to present and bend and correct the trajectory’s forward path. Pre-

cisely for this reason, the subliminal labor of historical “track-shifting”
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is absolutelyno tempest in a teacupbut in factmaybe loadedwithdra-

matic “counter-power.”
31
III. The Collapse of Written History

One often hears, in books on business and the like, that the Chinese

word for “crisis” also means “opportunity.” As so often, this is a half-

truth. Itmakes sense only if one glosses themodernChinese termweiji

危机 [crisis] as if it were an ambiguous abbreviation for eitherweixian1

jiyu (危险1机遇, danger1 opportunity) or,moreoptimistically,weizhong

youji (危中有机, there is opportunity in danger). Rather than “timeless

Chinese wisdom,” we have here a typical semantic ambiguity.

But from the viewpoint of this article, human society’s own “op-

portunity in danger” is specifically manifested in the space between

History A and History B. That is to say, if History B is constantly con-

structing narrative “continuity,” then the details it unwittingly or con-

sciously overlooks, which hide in History A, will never fail to manifest

as fault lines on the written page, incessantly making a demand for

discontinuity. Consequently, the so-called danger 1 opportunity oc-

curs synchronously in this way: those random events occurring in

“history as event” but never accepted into “written history” on the

grounds that they were too insignificant or merely fortuitous, will in-

deed be expressed as earlier historians’ “danger” and be manifested

as later historians’ “opportunity.”

To get to the root of thematter, the breed of “modernHomo sapiens”

that long ago walked out of East Africa and now covers the whole

earth displays both “continuity” and “discontinuity.” It is no coinci-

dence that, in the midst of the boundless mass of people, certain

grand historical narratives (“grands récits”) inevitably form the cen-

tral point of any set of concentric circles, the core of any kind of com-

pelling identity.3 It is precisely those grand ancient narratives that

answer the questions posed by the Impressionist painter Gauguin:
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“Where do we come from?What are we?Where are we going?”4 Such

narratives also set up virtual fences between “us” and “them.”

In the past development of civilizations, any outward extension of

these concentric circles indicated an outward broadening of the cor-

responding narratives. China’s early Book of Documents (Shangshu), the

Homeric epics of Greece, and the Hebrew Bible use legendary forms

to record their respective peoples’ origin and progress. Astonishingly,

the History B presented in these venerated classics is in fact quite un-

verifiable as to its content and exceeds the bounds of possible human

knowledge. In this way, centuries before Benedict Anderson wrote of

“imagined communities,” centuries before the development of the

printing press, people had already formed “imagined communities” by

reciting orally transmitted texts.5

But it is only in the presentwhite-hot, thronging eraof globalization

that we have suddenly discovered, to our alarm, that grand narratives

have burst like a bubble. Speakingmore concretely, from themoment

that themany self-sufficient grand narratives of different civilizations

take the same stage, they neutralize one another. What Max Weber

called “awar of gods” refers to precisely this kindofmutual subversion

and wholesale rejection.6 In this sense, the “plural” in so-called plu-

ralism, already highly exaggerated and overused, may come down to

nothing more than a kind of disconcerting coexistence, one that has

no “-ism” to hold onto, because no matter how tolerant people aspire

to be—orpossiblyprecisely because they are already too tolerant—they

cannot subscribe to several complete and exclusive narratives at the

same time.

The consequences are not hard to see: even though those stories

still exist in their original form, people long ago lost the frame ofmind

needed to take them seriously; they can atmost regard themas harm-

less legends. The only thing left to take their placewas the evolution of

living beings in the Darwinian sense; for present-day people, this the-

ory is nodoubt the only historical narrative that still sounds believable.
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Sadly, to borrowWangGuowei’s remark in “Truth and Freedom,” phil-

osophical ideas that are aesthetically “pleasing” are not usually “cred-

ible,” and those that are “credible” are not usually “pleasing.”7 Indeed,

there is not much to like in this seemingly “credible” story. And as I

have put it elsewhere, once the biological sciencesmove directly onto

the territory of the humanities, theywill certainly drag it from civiliza-

tion back to a primitive jungle.8

In the words of Anthony Ludovici, an early English-language fol-

lower of Nietzsche,
[Should] the triumph of science mean “the Descent of Man”; if the

glories of enlightenment mean, again, the descent of man; and if

progress imply, once more, the descent of man; then the question

to be asked is: in whose hands have science, enlightenment and

the care of progress fallen?

This world is here for us to make of it what we will. It is a field of

yielding clay, in which like sandboys, we can build our castles and

revel in our creations. But what are these people doing? In building

their castles they grow ever more like beavers, ants, and beetles. In

laying out their gardens they grow evermore like slugs, andworms,

and centipedes. And their joy seems to be to feel themselves small

and despised.9
33
Earlymodern historywitnessed incessant and destructive conflicts

between native-born and immigrant populations in continental Eu-

rope and the Anglo-American world, nations that prided themselves

on being “civilized.” Samuel Huntington has described these conflicts

as “clashes of civilizations.”10 But in keeping with the train of thought

of the present article,wemight have spoken of conflicts “amongnarra-

tives” or “among legends”—forms of conflict that are hopeless and

unending.
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IV. The Composite Function of History B

What, in the end, does all this mean? The chief concern of this article

is to suggest that under severe pressure from the global context, the

card shuffling of contemporary science is quick toaffectHistoryA:His-

tory A then constantly changes shape, expands, and recombines and

thereby finds itself in a life-or-death struggle with each civilization’s

History B.

Indeed, from the perspective of historiography, contemporary hu-

manity faces a dilemma. On the one hand, people still need stories

just as in the old times—stories that can be handed down across gen-

erations, to consolidate their faith in their course of history and re-

inforce the cohesion of the community to which they belong. On

the other hand, once that kind of story has been soaked in the solvent

of science and reduced to its original, unadulterated, barest elements,

then nothing is left of it but a mockery of bygone life, and its former

cultural functions fade away. If only our contemporaries were at least

able to recognize the fact, those “holdovers” mercilessly pared away

by science are exactly where the essence of these grand narratives

is to be found.

People still cannot for amoment dowithout that kind of story. This

aspect of human psychology has not experienced the slightest evolu-

tion.Andprecisely because of this need, the stories that passed for the

equivalent of “written history” in former times, consonant with emo-

tional if not rational truth, exhibited anationalistic discourse thatwas

even more narrow, conformist, and exclusionary in character. An

adulterated history of this kind satisfies people’s need for a common

origin, as long as they are subjectivelywilling to believe it or are forced

to do so. But in the end, it will only delineate afixed boundarywith the

outside, which for them serves as a simple distinction between good

and evil, crudely defined. But it leaves all other functions of culture as

a blank. Such a regression cannot actually be described as typical of
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the “primitive jungle”—because forest tribes can be said to have “de-

veloped” their technology, but people in the grip of an identitarian

myth are just barbarians condemned to live on a powder keg.

Let us take the East Asia regionwe live in as an example. Nomatter

how often we say that there is only one History A, or that there can

reasonably be only one “real history of events,” historical discourses

differ in terms of selection and arrangement of historical materials.

Thus, Chinese and Japanese, Japanese and Koreans, South and North

Koreans, those living inMainland China, and those in Taiwan all have

their own, oftenmutually contradictory versions of History B. Indeed,

even among Mainlanders themselves, rapid societal shifts and re-

peated upheavals have led those specifically searching for the cracks

in history and thosemerely content with official versions of history to

follow diverging paths. Depending on what parts of the historical re-

cord they are willing to believe or disbelieve, their “writing of history”

takes opposite forms and on that basis builds up competing cliques.

From this angle it appears that the popularity of global historiogra-

phy in recent years reveals a desire to achieve a broadly globalized

vision and to integrate previously fractured, constricted, and frag-

mented grand narratives. In this sense, this lecture ofmine, delivered

at the University of Chicago, is a tribute to the late WilliamMcNeill.11

Even so, I would call the desire for integration insufficient from the

standpoint of philosophy and note that even the area of history Mc-

Neill specialized in has already been swept across and left in disarray

by contemporary science.12 Themost we can do now [in constructing

a history of the human race] is to rely on the driest, barest historiog-

raphy as now understood and follow Darwin’s account of the story

of humankind; there is no way to stand apart from it and repair the

cracks in civilization.

Allow me to draw another analogy. Although the specifics differ,

this situation bears some similarity to the contemporary handling

of religion. On the one hand, the Enlightenment had to firmly reject
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religious thought—a standard of absolute rationalism that holds to

the present, that didn’t allow people simply to turn back the wheels

of history [as if religion had never existed]. But on the other hand, even

allowing for the shortcomings of religious thought, since it is extremely

arbitrary and exclusive and its arbitrariness and exclusiveness make

it increasingly a source of contemporary conflicts and division, we

must admit thatmuch that was once associated with religion, includ-

ing ethics and art, a sense of community and identification, belongs

among the glorious creations of human civilization and is indeed a

necessary foundationofhumansociety.Wecannot throwthesepleas-

ing babies out with the bathwater.

Somewhat along these lines, I published a paper in 2016 that al-

ready dealt prominentlywith the “didactic history” specific to ancient

China. It demonstrated that historiography, at least traditionally in

China, is an invention both comprehensive in content and concilia-

tory in function: “Thus, not even the sharp eyes of comparative liter-

aturewould be entitled to equate the culture of theHistoricalWritings

(shibu史部) in traditional ChinawithWestern ‘History.’Or to say it less

sharply: on the genealogical table of human knowledge, theHistorical

Writings aremore tilted toward the side of thehumanities,while ‘His-

tory’ inclines to that of the sciences. Ormaywenot simply argue: ‘his-

tory’ in traditional Chinese culture is not a system of knowledge, but

belongs to a value system?”13

However, herewemust again blur fixed “binaries.” In reality, what-

ever relative differences and divergencies exist between China and

theWest, we still belong to one and the same human race, and [every

subgroup] still demands an origin point for its centripetal motion.

Thus, any [global] historical narrative we construct is bound to be a

multilayered compromise. If it is to explain the origin and develop-

ment of humanity, our narrative is also bound to include elements

of ethics and art, as well as supporting community and identification.

In this sense, history’s current crisis manifests itself very pointedly
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in what follows: because of the ceaseless development of new scien-

tific discoveries and methods, the History A that used to be masked

by “written history” inevitably pierces through past historiographies

and reappears in the form of new finds or left-out materials that con-

stantly disprove and deconstruct the History B that used to support

the humanistic world.

Naturally, on top of this, a more serious crisis is manifested in the

fact that, under the impact ofmodern science, even historiography it-

self has been laid bare and is only seen as a special form of empirical

science. Actually, borrowing again from Cohen, we can say that such

historical narratives from the outset have always been pitched in the

keys of both “event” and “myth.” Let us remember what Giambattista

Vico once said: “So, at first, man proceeds by these various means,

follows traces of the nature of things and eventually upon reflection

realizes that he cannot arrive at the nature of things on this basis be-

cause he does not have within himself the elements in accordance

with which composite things exist; in addition, he realizes that this

is the result of the limited scope of his mind, for all things are outside

that mind.”14 Then, having peeled away the components of “myth”

and “human culture,” we should at the very least have developed an

adequate sense of crisis to ask whether and how this “disenchanted”

scientific history can preserve in anymeasure the identity fashioning

of humanity.
37
V. The Subversiveness of Historical Materials Themselves

Let us now take another direction. On the basis of what the preceding

section laid out concerning the tension between History A and His-

tory B, this section’s heading announces that historical materials

themselves can, in fact, be subversive in nature.

Generally, people are apt to suppose that, since compiling history

is an action, historical materials passively await their compilation by
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contemporary or successive editors, like objects waiting to be sorted

out. But as Hu Shi remarked in his introduction to William James’s

thought: “Reality is the reality that we ourselves have altered. Within

this reality are many artificial elements. Reality is a docile maid. She

does not resist our attempts to adjust her make-up and dressing.”15

Hu’s statement can stand for a classic misunderstanding about the

nature of historical materials.

In reality, historicalmaterials are not nearly somalleable or docile;

on the contrary, they contain an inherent subversiveness. In terms of

their basic nature, historicalmaterials’ potential for subversion comes

from the dual definition of history itself. That is to say, any skillfully

composed description of past events will comprise, in its basic form

of expression,memory asmuchas imagination, fact asmuch asmyth,

science as much as humanistic study. For this reason, history writ-

ing belongs among both the knowledge-generating professions and

among the manifestations of power.

Precisely for this reason, given the decisive influence of the first

group of factors, historians of every generationmust compose histor-

ical narratives that are bothpersuasiveandsupportedby thehistorical

materials or documents. Even the most insightful, sensitive, moti-

vated, and conscientious scholarmust scrutinize, select, and organize

materials. This is the string that reins in the kite of his or her imagina-

tion. It is for this reason, again, given the decisive influence of the first

group of factors, that historians’ work will be judged by the impos-

sibility of proving a negative. Because their work involves drawing

conclusions from facts, what they most fear is the unacknowledged

presence of a black swan—that is, some document that they failed to

consult—which can make their years of toil collapse overnight.

However,we come to theuncomfortable realization that, nomatter

howhard the earlier historians tried, itwasprecisely because theyhad

to rely on their subjectivecreativity that theyhad tremendousdifficulty

in bringing the history they wrote into complete unity and harmony
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with the historical materials it was based on. For this reason, when

subsequent historians bring their agency into play, not without their

own individual ambitions, while stepping to the beat of their own

era, they are bound to seek out tension and cracks among themateri-

als. Therefore, using historical materials that have been wittingly or

unwittingly neglected means reopening the History B or “written his-

tory” produced in the past. And it is exactly in this sense that we can-

not stop dynamic historicalmaterials fromworking like quicksandbe-

neath the surface; their constant movement makes the foundations

we have poured inherently unstable, so that the authority of past his-

toriography is never unassailable.

For this reason—if I may draw another analogy—these subversive

historicalmaterials actually resemble the constantly shifting produc-

tive forces inKarlMarx’s theory, as opposed to the relatively stable su-

perstructure. First of all, the uninterrupted manifestation of various

kinds of truth-seeking activities—from archaeological excavation to

the sequencingof thehumangenome—results in a continuous stream

of historical materials, some of which are bound to break through the

accepted self-understandings of the past. Second, as new disciplines

are constantly emerging, such as ethnographyorfield-based sociology,

these cause constant renewal in the techniques of history writing and

new frameworks within which to discover previously unnoticed his-

torical materials.

Moreover, the backdrop of increasing globalization alluded to above

has brought a massive influx of historiographic materials from out-

side the boundaries formerly circumscribing civilizations. This influx

includes materials in more foreign languages than any individual can

learn in a lifetime, as well as historical records that defy anyone’s abil-

ity to read them. Thesematerials take on an increasing and previously

unimagined importance: they forcefully point to a world of things un-

known, which only submerges historians even more deeply. In this

sense, Sima Qian’s stated ambition to “investigate the boundary
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between heaven andman, and to trace the transformations of ancient

and present times” (究天人之际，通古今之变) has become an almost un-

imaginable task for scholars of today. Therefore, when people today

claim to “found a school of thought” (成一家之言) by hastily publishing

a few books, it is a useless exercise in boastfulness.16
VI. Memory’s Turn against Power

Another aspect of the subversiveness of historical materials: as a re-

sult of the burgeoning interest in active participation, the declining

legitimacy of authoritarian regimes, the increase of literacy among

the population, themedia’s capacity to quickly transmit information,

and even the substantial increase in average lifespan, we nowadays

not only deliberately preserve our historical materials but also turn

them into a plethora of written histories. These efforts have estab-

lished a very peculiar form of “counter-power” in our current society.

Accordingly, we may distinguish, in history writing, the writing

up of historical research and the writing up of historical materials.

The former is known as professional “historiography,”while the sec-

ond can be dubbed “history.” But let it be noted that from an excess

of confidence in the commensurability of terms between languages,

translators in the past simply rendered theChinese term shibu [theDi-

vision of Histories in traditional bibliography, dominated by the offi-

cially composed dynastic histories] with the generalized concept of

“history” and did not bother to make any more specific distinctions.

As a consequence, anyone in society, no matter their professional

specialization, or whether they had any historiographical training or

technique, could suddenly put pen to paper and author his or her own

history, and in most cases the results of this writing would be histor-

ical materials and documents.

In all fairness, their doing sowould not bewithout its reasons. Nazi

Germany had the well-known and frightening dictum that history is
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written by the victors.17 This phrase has equivalents in Chinese: “Suc-

ceed and you’ll end as a duke, fail and you’ll end as a bandit” (成者王侯,

败者贼), or “steal a belt-buckle and be hanged, steal a country and be-

come a marquis” (窃钩者诛, 窃国者侯).18 These views, of course, can be

led back to the equivalence Michel Foucault noted between discourse

and power. However, those left powerless and dispossessed by His-

tory A withstand this tendency; in spite of their having neither the

authority nor the training to compose a formal History B, they invisi-

bly but increasingly are inclined to devote their remaining years to

compiling historical documents. In this way they uncover all kinds

of holes, cracks, and counterexamples in official history, as well as

leaving challenges and struggles for the historians to come.

Doubtless, by taking such an initiative, they are consciously choos-

ing to write history in themode of History A, or, to put it another way,

they compose a history in the image of the “trend of history” they

themselves hope for. That is, on the brink of despair, they maintain

hope in the belief that, sooner or later, the indomitable History A they

have left behind will ultimately subvert the current, adulterated, His-

tory B. Thus, by imparting a counterforce onto subsequent develop-

ments, theymay alter the trajectory of their descendants’ lives. Hence

the oppressed in actual history place their hope in historical materi-

als, counting on the day when thesematerials will emerge in the dia-

lectic of history to help them change places with the oppressors and

undo the harmful influences the latter have imposed on history.

In an as yet unpublished article I have described one suchphenom-

enon: “writing by the elderly” in China today:

On the one hand, if we look at it objectively, the life of the person

who has entered this stage of writing must truly be full of sorrow.

That is to say, one cannot expect to deal with a lifetime’s leftover

issues—correcting mistakes, redressing wrongs—in the years that

remain;onecanonly leave themtosubsequenthistory, byentrusting
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to its care this sliver of vaguebutdeep-seatedhope. But on theother

hand,we can say that thosewhowrite their ownhistory are still ex-

ercising certain freedoms. Through their trust in the agency of au-

thorship, whether the purpose be an appeal to public opinion by

the oppressed or an attempt at self-justification by the defeated, a

starting-point of equality is created from the moment they unroll

the blank page and stretch their thoughts to historical dimensions.

Not even the holders of power and the flatterers who chant “Ten

thousand years!” can rule there, though in the world where they

dominate the “language of the victors” is still spoken.19

In that essay I also pointed out that the rapid expansion of consum-

erism [in China] has left in its wake only an omnipresentmaterialism,

particularly amongyoungpeople,who constitute themain body of con-

sumers. Fixated on all the material opportunities and pleasures avail-

able in the bustling and well-stocked marketplace, they have little

time to look back at history, let alone ahead to the future. But this is

precisely what has allowed China’s elderly population a rare chance

to be creative:

Future generations, when examining the products of the spirit of

our age, will find it surprising and even baffling that it was old peo-

plewho, guided by amoral imperative, spared no effort in recording

[events] faithfully and breaking the silence. They have done so in

place of thosewhowere originally supposed to shoulder the respon-

sibilities, to ensure that today’s history would not be left as an utter

blank. In this sense, theirwriting in the last phases of lifemore than

any other approximates the very essence ofwriting, imbuedwith an

existential sense of urgency and a sense of history and justice.20

Tobe sure, althoughoneneednot have reached one’s twilight years

to accomplish this, the trend of digging up and calling attention to
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mon trend directed at the power that operates behind discourse. For

instance, as my colleague Peng Gang has related, following the post-

modern disintegration of grand historical narratives, history all over

the world appears to have undergone a “memorial turn”:

Seen from the critical perspective of postmodernism, the history

that emerged alongside the collective rise of nation-states and served

to justify them has evolved into an instrument of oppression (of

women, colonized peoples, marginalized groups, etc.). Unitary His-

tory “with a big H” trumped diverse histories. In that History it is

men, nations, the West, rationality, and objectivity that occupy the

determiningposition. Correspondingly, the factors related towomen,

localism, colonized peoples, irrationality,marginalized groups, sub-

jectivity, etc., have been suppressed, banished, or relegated to the

fringes ofHistory. Becausememoryhas a quasi-natural affinitywith

the latter group,historicalmemorieshave increasinglydrawnatten-

tion from researchers in historiography and theorists of history, for

whom History is replaced by a plurality of histories.21

In quite similar terms the French scholar Pierre Nora has pointed

out how buried, nearly invisible memories have returned to the very

center of contemporary historical studies, as the oppressed virtually

rise from their graves against their oppressors and achieve represen-

tation through these dynamic historical materials:

Recent years have seen a revival of the historical novel, a vogue for

personal memoirs, a revitalization of historical drama, and the rise

of oral history.What can account for all these things if not that they

are somehow stand-ins for falteringfiction?Our interest in the lieux

demémoire inwhichourdepleted fundof collectivememory is rooted,

concentrated, andexpressedstems fromthisnewsensibility.History

43
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offers profundity to an epoch devoid of it, true stories to an epoch

devoid of real novels. Memory has been promoted to the center of

history: thus do we mourn the loss of literature.22

This being said, wemust still bear inmind that the dividing line be-

tweenHistory A andHistory B is not nearly so clear-cut. Therefore, the

degree to which these “memories” and “recollections” can be consid-

ered “history as event” and the degree to which they also belong to

“written history” demands careful consideration.
VII. History’s Degeneration into the Study
of Historical Materials

Letme then return to thepoint that as a consequenceof the large-scale

appearance of historical materials and the widespread resurrection of

“memory,” a potential crisis for history today manifests itself in the

fact that all the while that we consciously and self-critically examine

history writing, we are not adequately vigilant in recognizing the

“double-edged nature” of the historical materials we process.

Piquantly, as both worthy and worthless persons can now pick up

the pen—as a result of a more “democratic” production of historical

documents—the large-scale preservation and transmission of these

documents will lead to cacophony and deadlock. For this reason, one

and the same power struggle may produce entirely different memo-

ries. Documentswritten by KangYouwei and Liang Qichao, who chal-

lenged the Empress Dowager, or by Solzhenitsyn and Shostakovich,

who defied Stalin, would definitely affect us in a different way than

do Chen Boda’s “recollections.”23 Furthermore, according to the disci-

plinary restrictions in place today, retired party cadres are not gener-

ally allowed to write their own memoirs. The absence of such restric-

tions made it possible for the memoirs of Huang Yongsheng, Wu

Faxian, Li Zuopeng, andQiuHuizuo,whowere purged and imprisoned,
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to sell well on the Hong Kong book market.24 Their whitewashing of

Lin Biao may have contributed to a positive feeling toward “Vice Pre-

mier Lin” among someyoungpeoplewhose knowledge of theCultural

Revolution remains partial.25 Such ignorance andmisunderstanding

are quite worrisome.

For this very reason, any well-trained historian must treat mem-

oirs of this kind with extreme caution, even if they actually imply

the existence of cracks and holes in History B, for the subversion they

bring can sometimes only add to confusion and dismay. For even if

each discovery of new historical materials fills us with excitement

and curiosity, once these discoveries have been superposed, they of-

ten turn out to contradict one another. The reason is that our current

pared-downversion ofhistory identifies itself totallywith science and

has either forgotten or denied its association with the humanities. It

was because of such a scientistic attitude that Hu Shi valued history

only as a source of verifiable facts, to the extent of once stating indis-

criminately: “To find the ancient meaning of a character is no less a

contribution [to knowledge] than discovering a star!”26 In this sense,

we can even say that the very subversiveness of historical materials

actually subverts history itself, to the extent that history is reduced

to the collecting of historical materials.

For example, anyone can see that the historicalmovement inmod-

ern China that formed around the journal Gushibian (Debates on an-

cient history, 1926–41)—the aptly named group of “Doubters of Antiq-

uity,” represented by Gu Jiegang—was naturally a self-conscious

school of thought driven by the vast wave of modernity.27 However,

it is not quite so obvious that the “Believers in Antiquity,” as repre-

sented by Wang Guowei, were also similarly influenced by imported

ideas of history and evenmore emphatically stressed the decisive role

of historical materials.28 Thus, Wang’s school, no less than the Doubt-

ers, attests to themodern transformation inChinese historical studies.

Let us now reexamine a lecture Wang gave at the Tsinghua Academy:
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The emergence of new forms of scholarship has typically been the

result of new discoveries. . . . The three greatest discoveries of Chi-

nese scholarship since the Han dynasty have been: first, the an-

cient texts discovered in the wall of Confucius’ ancestral home;

second, the ancient bamboo slips discovered at Jizhong; and third,

in our times, the Shang oracle bones unearthed at the Yinxu site

[Anyang, Henan Province], the Han- and Jin-dynasty wood slips

found near the Dunhuang Pass and all around theWestern territo-

ries [xiyu, the region west of the Jade Pass in central Asia], the Six

Dynasties and Tang dynasty scrolls found in the caves at Dun-

huang, and the Yuan-Ming dynasty ministerial archives from the

Forbidden City. In terms of their significance, these four modern-

day discoveries are on par with what had been found in Confucius’

ancestral home and in Jizhong. And I have not yet mentioned the

various inscriptions on bronze and stone and other writings recov-

eredhere and there that have beenof extreme importance to schol-

arship. Thus, we can say that we presently live in an era of unpar-

alleled discovery.29

Most people would assume that since Wang Guowei’s topic was the

“Believers in Antiquity,” his attention to these newmaterials was in-

tended to substantiate their view. But looking at it now, Ifind a certain

amount of hidden subversion in Wang’s remarks. For the emergence

of historical materials always carries some element of chance. If the

good Lord had determined to allocate the discovery of new things in

an equitable and uniform manner, that would be one thing; but it is

not so, and once people have begun to assume that the antiquity we

know reflects a representative sampling of all the possible evidence,

wherever historical materials have cropped up, they are apt to focus

with tunnel vision on this area of available knowledge, and the result-

ing specialization will warp their perspective on history. However, as

far as the configuration of thewhole field of history goes, thehot spots
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are always hot relative to the cold and ignored areas, and interest is

relative to indifference. The rush to areas buzzing with activity, ne-

glecting the wider cultural background, is bound to create a corre-

sponding bias and imbalance of attention.

Under these circumstances, we can appreciate anew these words

of Jacob Burckhardt: “In scholarship . . . a man can only be a master

in one particular field, namely as a specialist, and in some field he

should be a specialist. But if he is not to forfeit his capacity for taking

a general view, or even his respect for general views, he should be an

amateur at as many points as possible, privately at any rate, for the

increase of his own knowledge and the enrichment of his possible

standpoints. Otherwise he will remain ignorant in any field lying out-

side his own specialty, and perhaps, as a man, a barbarian.”30

Indeed, were it not for our equating history with modern science

and assigning merit and prizes to historians for their “creativity,” the

vogue for new historical materials appears as a short-term phenome-

non. It is a type of history that contributes to general culture and in a

certain degree expands the frontiers of knowledge, but in the larger

perspective of development it is unlikely to supply broad views and

deep insights. Needless to say, compared to [Sima Qian’s] aspiration

to “investigate the boundary between heaven and man, and trace

the transformations of ancient and present times,” this [innovation-

oriented] history, devoid of the flavor of antiquity and reflective of a

professional mindset, is certain to thwart the intellectual develop-

ment of those who engage in historical research. For this reason, it

becomesmore andmore sensible that genuinely self-respectinghisto-

rians in the grand style should not be excessively concerned with for-

tuitous historical materials. At the very least, they do not stake their

academic careers on them.

WangGuowei is certainly an exception to this rule. Hepossessed an

unusual combination of talent, erudition, and refined taste. The great

insights thatWang cultivated throughhis early immersion inWestern
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learning, his insatiable thirst for knowledge about other fields, and

his readiness to make themost of the unique opportunities that were

available to him—very few of his epigones can match him in any of

these respects.Therefore,while affirmingWang’s great achievements,

we must also recognize his negative influence. His example has con-

vinced many scholars that by acquiring one special skill they can be-

come universal polymaths, even when they know little about other

subjects, have inadequate historical training, or are lacking in moral

character. In order to sharpen the contrast, I would like to quote an an-

tagonistic comment that Qian Mu once made:

While fromancient times, various kinds of so-called specialized ar-

eas of learning have existed in China, such as astrology, calendar-

making, arithmetic, medicine, etc., today, all these belong to the

natural sciences. These are fields where the man is hidden behind

the learning rather than the learning bringing out theman. Accord-

ingly, the ancient Chinese traditions almost entirely neglect such

areas of knowledge. To tell the truth, it was not neglect, but a con-

centrated effort to keeppeople fromspecializing in compartmented

and discontinuous learning. A contrast is seen in the six Confucian

arts—rites, music, archery, charioteering, literacy, and arithmetic.

Were any of these arts to be practiced independently from the

development of human character, then in practicing them, the

student would treat learning as the principal thing and human

character as a secondary thing, against which Confucius sharply

warned. . . .ThuswhenConfucius taughtmen to study the Six Arts,

he insisted that “their will be set on the Way, their attainment be

firmly grasped in virtue, their action in accordance with benevo-

lence, and their relaxation and enjoyment be found in the polite

arts” [Analects 7.6]. The Arts and theWay are not the same. Should

one substitute “enjoyment in the polite arts” for learning, and re-

main ignorant of everything else, this should rather be called
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an indulgence in the arts that results in turning one’s back on

the Way.31

It is sad to see history becoming a “career” for people who wish to “be

creative,” unlike the “universally learned person” of the past. These

historians believe it their profession to “rewrite” history, regardless

of whether they have themselves identified a need or away to rewrite

it. For them, the key to being able to complete this duty of rewriting

lies in getting one’s hands on newhistoricalmaterials, onwhich their

academic reputation, career prospects, promotion, andeven their live-

lihoods depend. The rest, including self-cultivation through the study

of history, is not at all their concern. And the stories they retell, al-

though exhibiting some remote connection to the actual character of

history, are dominated and hemmed in by those historical materials.

A remark of Zhang Zai’s seems to have been utteredwith reference

to today’s maladies: “Those who come to study but set their mind on

achievement first are in conflict with their own learning. Their ambi-

tion causes them to split hairs, inventmeanings, and extrapolate con-

sequences. To pursue achievement without having achieved moral

character is like using a broadax [without training]: rare are those

whowould not get their hands hurt.”32 Thosewho are so eager for “ac-

ademic innovation”woulddowell toheedanotherofZhangZai’s com-

ments: “Those who have not perfected their learning but talk about

changewill eventually bring trouble. For changes cannot be discussed

lightly. If someone talks about change inanabruptmanner, you canbe

certain that his principles are crooked.”33

In the past, when reading students’ dissertations, whenever I saw

comprehensive reviews of secondary literature, I would think, consid-

ering howmuch time these take to compile, that at least I should give

credit for hard work even in the absence of merit. But today, the min-

ute I see such reviews, I know the game that’s being played, because

the new-generation scholars know how to plow through databases,
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transforming what used to be free and wide-ranging reading into tar-

getedword searches on anarrow topic.What is simultaneously laugh-

able and deplorable is that, although many of the doctoral students I

advise cannot come up with worthwhile research questions on their

own, as soon as I help them come up with a question, they run to do

a computer search and can instantly deliver a dizzyingmass of related

citations. This hardly appears to be a Chinese “local disease.” My col-

league in the United States Alexander Des Forges provides the fol-

lowing interesting description: “A searchable database is analogous

to the cyclotron accelerators that physicists use. One types in search

words and phrases, and then closely inspects the output to see what

informationhasbeen retrieved.The text thusbecomes the target of re-

peated searches. Then what are the significant differences between

physicists using cyclotron accelerators or chemists using pulverizers

and humanists relying on traditional reading methods? What is the

difference between reading and searching? Themain difference likely

lies in the historical nature of the reading process.”34
VIII. What Is Left for Historians?

Recently, the defeat of the Go player Lee Se-dol by the computer pro-

gram “Alphago” stripped Homo sapiens almost entirely of our last ves-

tige of pride.35 One could not help wondering: Will not the “accelera-

tor”method described above, with its pulverizing and blending, soon

turn history into an enterprise ghostwritten and completed by ma-

chines, from the initial selection of topics to the final write-up? To

be sure, the “acceleration” effectof suchawritingmethodmust appear

desirable in statistical terms, so that it would definitely find favorwith

technocratic administrators and fit with the new generation’s aca-

demic culture.

Yet machines have the intrinsic deficiency of lacking all practical

humanexperience. They cannot therefore raise questions or think like
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humans, even if they are exempt from the human problems of bias

and limitation. This deficiency should impel us all the more to reflect

on the issue from the opposite side: the crucial element in the process

of researching and writing history lies in our own agency, in what we

have comprehended through the activities of our own lives, and in the

vivid experience that brings us the benefit of wisdom. For this reason,

nomatter how easy it may be to obtain historical materials, materials

are no substitute for the thinking of historians themselves; and pre-

cisely because it has become so easy to collect historical materials,

a researcher who rambles and overenumerates historical details will

not display the technicalmastery of aQianZhongshu.36 Thus, thewrit-

ing of history in our age demands ever more thought and technique.

There is something ironic in the fact that ever since the traditional

Chinese [bibliographical] categorization of “classics, histories, mas-

ters, collections” was combined with the Western [disciplinary] divi-

sion of “literature, history, philosophy,” scholars engaged inhistorical

research keep treating history as history and philosophy as philoso-

phy, as if to say never the twain shall meet. Those purportedly en-

gaged in “intellectual history” evenmistakenly assume that one need

only catalog thehistoricalmaterials pertaining to thought, as if all one

needs to do is leave thinking to the thinkers of the past and, for one’s

own part, simply enumerate their thoughts, so as to compile what

must count as a hefty work of intellectual history. The key thing they

fail to realize is that, in a decisive sense, historiography itself should

belong to the history of thought; any historical compilation that lacks

an intellectual dynamic and ethical purview can only count as confu-

sion: “Fragmented, banal reports to the throne.”37

And for this reason, we must declare forthrightly that, on the one

hand, the process of writing history must remain a “truth-seeking en-

deavor”; otherwise, it would be hard to avoid descending into Hu Shi’s

instrumentalism, the assumption that historicalmaterials can indeed

be rearranged at will. But on the other hand, one cannot reduce the
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work of history merely to this same “truth-seeking” endeavor, or see it

simply as implementing “historical empiricism”; in either case, one

will only be engulfed in the boundless maze of historical materials.

To put it more bluntly: on the one hand, in order to be receptive and

draw frompast human experience, wemust of course formour think-

ing by means of archival materials; but on the other, we must be fully

alert to the fact that archives will not think for us. Rather, the more

thickly they pile up, the more they may drown out our own thoughts.

And so, we must acknowledge that, being him- or herself a limited

“Dasein,” the historian is fated to encounter the “tragedy of knowing”

as does Faust in the first scene of Goethe’s play; or, perhaps to find

themselves in the situation that Zhuangzi described: “Your life has a

limit but knowledge has none. If you use what is limited to pursue

whathasno limit, youwill be indanger.”38 In this regard, those intend-

ing to write history, no matter howmuch energy they are prepared to

dedicate to the search for materials, must know that in the end the

supply of historical materials is inexhaustible. Indeed, supposing one

could drain the pond to get all the fish, that would surely overwhelm

one’s quest for the truth and dissolve the impulse to explain. For this

reason, we must tranquilly accept the paradox that, although, on the

one hand, the course of human life is historical and gradual—the very

reason for which humanity has created the field of “history” to explore

it—on theotherhand, precisely becauseour individual lives are equally

historical in nature, we do not have the requisite time to grasp in any

full or comprehensive way the courses of our lives as they unfold.

After all this “blunt talk,” I still have awell-nigh “interminable” task

beforeme—namely, answering the question:What are historians ulti-

mately left with? Has their mission, passed down from generation to

generation, become despondent and moribund? Not necessarily, be-

cause, as I see it, historians may yet come back to life; as long as they

canachieve ahighdegree of balance, on theonehand, by accepting that

although historians, as individuals, must always be ready to confront
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the challenges of history, they must also be resigned to our life’s limi-

tations, and on the other, by never forgetting that, working collectively,

historians create history, as long as their tradition is uninterrupted.

We can refer to a relevant text. In his preface to A New Discussion of

National History, Qian Mu very clearly pointed out the aim of his polit-

ical history: “In a time of turbulence and inexorable, limitless change,

a nation’s historical past acts as an invisible hand to lead it forward

with infinite power and keep it from going astray.” Precisely because

he understood this opportunity and responsibility, Qian Mu could “go

beyond [his] capacities in seeking to supply the needs of a new era by

looking back to the past, to re-evaluate the veracity of our old histories,

in order to trace the sources and examine the real causes of our coun-

try’s present problems.”39 However, even against this background of

“danger andopportunity coexisting,” the author didnot forget that “ex-

cess anddeficiencyare bothvices.”On theonehand, onemustdo one’s

utmost to get at the truth: “I will use historical facts as the basis for an

impartial and objective inquiry. I will not distort facts to cater to the

needs of a particular movement or ruling party and justify the status

quo. For only thus can scholarship gain its independence, and knowl-

edge claim its real value and effects.” But on the other hand, looking

athimself realistically, andwaitingmagnanimously for those to follow,

he says: “Although every statement I make can be traced to a source

and every event I describe is based on facts, it is no easy task to include

everything one can glean from the infinitely large corpus of historical

texts. I hope the reader can forgive my errors and address what I have

overlooked.”40 Here is indeed the principle every great historian should

adhere to. This is what it means to have a feeling for history!

In closing, let me turn to Confucius. Although no “professional,”

Confucius is arguably the historian among all Chinese historians. He

turned towriting and compiling history after withdrawing fromanun-

successful political career. By so doing he expressedhis ownmoral con-

cerns and exhibited a personality whose influence has been without
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equal in the whole course of Chinese history. Inmy first lecture I cited

the famous passage: “When Confucius wrote the Spring and Autumn

Annals, undutiful subjects and rebellious sons were terrified.”41 Confu-

cius, as I said there, “established a paradigm that obliges the Chinese

people, in the absence of religious sanctions, to be concerned with

how they will be remembered in history. On this depends, to a great

extent, whatever is truly humane and upright in Chinese ethics and

morality.”42

Pursuing the road opened by Confucius’s writing of history, the

basic, unalterable aimof his successors’ recording, reminding, and cri-

tiquing past events has been to reform and restore the course of his-

tory, to lead it back to the conditions under which the Book of Songs,

that collection said to be “with no perverse thoughts,”was composed:

the “Three Eras” marked by “the traces of the Former Kings.”43 It was

not until the Song dynasty that this type of Chinese historiography

reached another high point. Further down the line, the historian Chen

Yinque was no follower of the mid-Qing school of textual and eviden-

tial criticism, as his student Wang Yongxing correctly notes in his A

Brief Outline of Chen Yinque’s Historiography: he continued the Song-era

tradition of [moral and policy-oriented] historiography.44 Most people

are oblivious to this fact. If we focus only on Chen Yinque’s command

of many languages and his grasp of an array of historical materials,

then we are completely missing the forest for the trees. Moreover, if

we who are in the field cannot appreciate his concern for matters of

value but merely take his completed work and break it up into scat-

tered points of evidential argument, then there really will be nothing

left of the great historian Chen Yinque.

Now to conclude. On the one hand, a subtle tension between His-

toryA andHistory B, deriving from the effort to understand anyhistor-

ical period or subject, becomes one of the factors regulating historical

trends. This should, at least, give us some feeling of gratification. The

lamentable thing is that, as this great undertaking is spread overmany
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separate lifetimes, any one person’s effort can only count as a “part

of thewhole,”which logicallymeans that, while everyonewants to in-

fluence history in their lifetime, when all is said and done, none of

us has the ability to decide that. Even considering that individuals

have “joined forces,” it is impossible, owing to the incredibly scattered

and irregular nature of the “matrix,” to order things into Engels’s “par-

allelogram,” because that kind of ideal shape actually implies an as-

sumption of “concurrence of forces”; but this “concurrence” either fits

only with an arbitrary historical determinism, or conceals assump-

tions of an ineffable Providence.45

But on the other hand, since we have dispensed with the idea of

Providence, any individual’s writing of history—be it History A or His-

tory B—is best described as a resistance to their particular lot in life;

at the very leastwe can say that their livesmanifest an indomitable at-

titude. Such acts or postures of resistance, although they amount to

subtle revisions of established history, are all part of what a normal

subject of history naturally desires, because every historical subject

thathaseveractually existedwas, inpointof fact, amoral subject. They

express their deep-set moral judgments on past historical events, and

as for the future, they cannot help laying out moral corrections. Pre-

cisely in this sense I have often noted that, regardless of the erroneous,

falsified, or even criminal character of the history of the past, the eth-

ical principles within us do not err; they continually spur us to correct

the draft of history.

It is even more meaningful that, in this sense, the writing of his-

tory, saturated with hope and imagination, transforms into a kind of

“aesthetics of history” or “poetics of history.” The precious demands

that stemfromthehumanities are, at least, one thing left tohistorians.

They show us a way right in front of us, and that must be to carry for-

ward the humanistic qualities of history, to promote its ethical con-

cerns and poetic imagination, and thereby to draw painful lessons

from the history of the past and lend hope to the history of the future.
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Of course, there is another way besides this, which is to keep letting

science replace humanism so that History A smothers History B, leav-

ingmachines to do our work for us and scattered fragments of histor-

ical materials to banish the intensity of imagination. History would

then be even further reducing history to a thing of the past, a craft

without consequence. But it is already clear thatwemust gono further

down this blind alley.
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